Detection and validation of non-synonymous coding SNPs from orthogonal analysis of shotgun proteomics data.
Orthogonal analysis of amino acid substitutions as a result of SNPs in existing proteomic datasets provides a critical foundation for the emerging field of population-based proteomics. Large-scale proteomics datasets, derived from shotgun tandem MS analysis of complex cellular protein mixtures, contain many unassigned spectra that may correspond to alternate alleles coded by SNPs. The purpose of this work was to identify tandem MS spectra in LC-MS/MS shotgun proteomics datasets that may represent coding nonsynonymous SNPs (nsSNP). To this end, we generated a tryptic peptide database created from allelic information found in NCBI's dbSNP. We searched this database with tandem MS spectra of tryptic peptides from DU4475 breast tumor cells that had been fractioned by pI in the first-dimension and reverse-phase LC in the second dimension. In all we identified 629 nsSNPs, of which 36 were of alternate SNP alleles not found in the reference NCBI or IPI protein databases. Searches for SNP-peptides carry a high risk of false positives due both to mass shifts caused by modifications and because of multiple representations of the same peptide within the genome. In this work, false positives were filtered using a novel peptide pI prediction algorithm and characterized using a decoy database developed by random substitution of similarly sized reference peptides. Secondary validation by sequencing of corresponding genomic DNA confirmed the presence of the predicted SNP in 8 of 10 SNP-peptides. This work highlights that the usefulness of interpreting unassigned spectra as polymorphisms is highly reliant on the ability to detect and filter false positives.